Go Knightclubbing
At M-Club Dance

Martin Luther: 95 Reasons

Due to an expanded Corps, there are three openings in the Oicer Guard of the Drum and Bugle Corps. Tryouts will be held this Saturday, October 29, at 11:30 on the tennis courts.

The Marian College Drama Department, under the able direction of Mr. Robert Mor- ran, will soon present the Indianapolis and Midwest premier, and the first American non-professional performance, of Eugene O'Neill's finest one act play, Hughie. O'Neill was born in New York City in 1888, and died in 1953. He was educated at both Princeton and Harvard. In 1920, 1922, and 1928 he was the recipient of the Pulitzer Prize for Drama, and in 1936 he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature.

Hughie is the supreme evidence of O'Neill's dramatic talent, and it was first presented at the Royal Dramatic Theatre in Stockholm on September 18, 1958, after a year's study of the human personality prompted Sweden's leading drama critic, Ebbe Tinde, to write, "We have watched a performance of O'Neill's finest short play." The theatre critic upon seeing the first performance of Hughie remarked that it was "A passionate, captivating character study.

The only surviving manuscript from a series of eight one-act monologue plays planned by O'Neill and completed in 1941. It opened last year on Broadway.

In Hughie only two characters appear on stage, Eric Smith and Charlie Hughes. Eric Smith, the chairman of the Booster Club, is a dead, and it is Hughie's guiltiness, innocence and vitality which make up the exciting existence which gives for the purpose of the continued existence of America. Even Eric and Charlie are pair of a salad day, the colorless and the defeated humans who ensure that the cay are on their way to life through illusions in a world which promises to be.
Catholics in the Middle West have been among the most significant number of their con-

eratives actively participating in pacifist movements in the United States, and, therefore, as a surprise to many, to discover that a sizable propor-
tion of those involved in the Peace Movement on both coasts are Cath-

olics and that they have taken the position that a war against the Viet-

namese people is a sin and that they have condemned the war and the

Church.

Finding a historical perspective it has been the Catholic Workers Mov-

ement of New York City, which has advocated the invitation from the Episcopalian

Church—she remarked that she had spoken in every major city in the United States over the past

twenty years, but it was the first time she had visited the Indian capital. She has not been back.

Edward Fibiger, now have focused attention on the Pacifist Movement.

The visit of Pope Paul to the United Nations and Iraq have turned
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Skinfoints and penny-pinchers unite! The economy needs you to combat the inflationary measures proposed by the sociology majors on campus, it's becoming a little risky to dress as a bum. There's always the danger that an enterprising social reformer will try to rehabilitate you.

Instead, the Phoenix suggests going under the guise of a Harcourt. In this garb, even Mr. Tuttle will ignore you.

Puzzlepated Pastime

O. K. Kiddies! I don't ask much this time. Last time you failed at being child-like. Let's see if you can pass as Marian students.

The rules are the same: 1. Fill in the blanks. 2. Fill in your name, address, and phone number. 3. Hand in your entry in the Information Office. 4. The winner will be the first drawn right now.

The prize this time is:

Name
Address
Phone

1. The of this column is to entertain.
2. Allison
3. Science
4. What Marian girls want more of...
5. Hall
6. Only books on the Index are discussed in his classes
7. The president of this college...
8. The abbreviation for the British Isles.
9. What Student Body member has red hair.
10. Les initiales d'une femme professeur.
11. He in French.
12. College.
13. Not I but
14. This country.
15. What I think of people who are too proud to enter this contest.

Puzzled at Passtime

Ookachagaga DonnaMohakanya? You'll be so ugly that Steve Jones will let you go in free, out of pity. Saint's costumes, though never too popular since All Hallows Eve was secularized to Halloween, are definitely passe this year. Think of the scandal if the National Catholic Reporter should ever find out.

For you campus couples, the Phoenix proposes going as matching statues.

You'll find a perfect model on south campus, and all you need is chicken wire, cement, and pieces of broken glass.

With a new-found academic spirit prevailing on campus, the free-thinker attire is almost certain to win top prize. This does not, however, include the beaten costume, ghosts, goblins, and witches.

Armed with these suggestions, misers, save your pennies. If you don't, the junior class will!
With the opening of the 1966-67 basketball season less than three weeks away, we'd like to introduce the Knights that will represent Marian College for the upcoming season.

The lone senior on this year's ball team is 6'4" Tom Clark. Tom will be one of the co-captains of this year's ball club, and one last year's leading scorer and rebounder Jim Chase on the frontend will be a fine rebounder and de­


tutive with his moves around the lane. The "Brod" averaged 13 points a game last year. Larry's best game last season was against Flint Junior College, in a holi­

day tournament. He scored 22 points on 12-for-20 shooting, the field. Larry last year was honored with a College of All-American mention. Accounting is Larry's major.

Next in the group of talent­

ted juniors is a group in itself. Styer, Jim Hock, Larry Schmaltz, and Ray Stuck are all alumni of Sacred

Manahah III have looked good throughout the season, and should give the P.B.R.'s a run for the title in their game this Sunday. They defeated the Freshmen 67-27 in a very close and spirited contest and collected a win on the Brains of the Bunch.

Other league success included the C.F. 15-0 defeat of the Freshmen, 67-27, and the 32-0 stomping of Pontius and the Drivers. The Brains of the Bunch followed their loss to the unbeaten Terrible Toms by defeating the Grape­


tomers October 25 by a 46-­


count. The Beer Barons have stugged a victory over the Bee Jays 13-6 and gave the Terri­


tome a struggle for a crown.

Werner's Stock has turned out to be a surprisingly strong squad, and they defeated the Grapostomers 27-6, and the Drivers 2-0 in a defensive battle.

One more week to go. Hope you're at the games to cheer on your favorite this Sunday.


tation: "Hughie" and "The Crucible.

Chick Inn

Sam's

Pauline's, "The Crucible" and "Hughie" are solid rebound­

placements and will be hard to keep him out of the ball game. Bob is a business­

major. The Number Line

The Four Sacred Heart

Braves, 6'-7" Larry Stuck is a fine addition to the lineup who will help when Cleon calls on his bench to spell the starters. Munich is expected to do his share in the winning cause, as is also a business major.

Bob Hericks, a 6'-6" sopho­

rome, is a 6'-6" sopho­

nome, is a 6'-6" sopho­

rome, is a 6'-6" sopho­

the Knit's that will represent Marian in its goal to bring a winning record, the first in the school's history. Good luck, men, we are all behind you.

In the N.F.L. the P.B.R.'s look like a sure bet for the divisional crown. They battered the C.F.'s in a bruising game (mostly C.F. bruises), and also defeated Pontius and the Driver's who didn't show up for the game.

Swimming Pool Schedule

3:45-5:00 Swimming Class
7:00-9:00 Life Saving Class
Tuesday
3:30-5:00 Recreational Period
7:00-9:00 Recreational Period

Wednesday
3:30-5:00 Recreational Period
7:00-9:00 Life Saving Class
Thursday
3:30-5:00 Recreational Period

Friday
3:30-5:00 Recreational Period

Saturday
2:15-3:15 Swimming Class
3:30-5:00 Recreational Period

Sunday
2:30-4:30 Swimming Class
7:00-9:00 Recreational Period

If you're a student here, get in on the fun. After all, it's free!